The sustainability challenges facing society require novel approaches to use-inspired science with local-to-global impact. The Global Futures Research Accelerator empowers ASU Sustainability Scientists and Scholars to develop an enterprise research strategy to increase competitiveness, funding success, partnerships and societal impact.

**Research Strategy**
Develop a proactive capacity-building research strategy that aligns your priorities with resources, informed by your intellectual and organizational context. Create a blueprint for a diverse funding portfolio, a partnership plan, and an ambitious yet realistic approach to scaling-up.

**Research Innovation**
Learn to work in inter- and trans-disciplinary collaborations, enabling opportunities for transformative, innovative research and discovery. Develop resources, infrastructure, expertise and training necessary to assemble and empower teams to address complex challenges.

**Research Competitiveness**
Set targets and identify tactics for improving proposal volume, quality, conversion and win rates. Access Global Futures Laboratory and Knowledge Enterprise research architecture to create capacity assessments and competitive intelligence to make informed decisions.

[globalfutures.asu.edu/accelerator](http://globalfutures.asu.edu/accelerator)